People experience and memorize space through landmarks, and they communicate routes by them. A recipient of such route directions tries to repeat the landmark experience for successful navigation. Hence, landmarks play an important role in human spatial cognition. This is not reflected in current navigation services. Current navigation services lack any embodied experiential knowledge about (the navigable) space, and instead build upon simplified graph-based representations of reality. Next-generation navigation services could adapt better to human spatial abilities in order to reduce the cognitive workload of their users, and to increase user satisfaction and wayfinding success.
This paper aims to identify a generic model of salience for these elements of the city as represented in or derived from geographic databases. Our hypothesis is that these elements can be identified in geographical database representations of urban street networks, and can be characterized by network measures of salience.
In general, landmarks have visual, semantic, and structural salience (Sorrows and Hirtle, 1999) . We expect that the visual and semantic salience of the elements of the city can be also characterized (Nothegger et al, 2004) . But (point-like) landmarks derive their structural salience from their position along a route (Klippel and Winter, 2005) and do not consider the global connectivity of a street network at all. The objective of the research presented in this paper is to explore to what degree the structural salience of these elements emerge from a computational representation. As for visual and semantic salience, structural salience arises from a figure^ground contrast in the structural characteristics of a featureöthat is, a feature is salient in contrast to others. Structural propertiesösuch as the numbers of streets intersecting at an intersection, the number of streets a street is connected with, or the role played by a street for the connectivity within the street networköcan be outstanding from some features. We will develop structural characteristics of street network features from topology and network anlaysisöin this way coming up with the structural salience of places, paths, barriers, and districts.
With a formal model of structural salience for structural elements of the city, next-generation navigation services can make an efficient and flexible use of places, paths, barriers, and districts in route directions. Potential applications are selecting salient features as verbal references in route directions, but also exploiting salience in the route generation process itself, in order to find structurally prominent or intelligible routes.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we summarize current salience models and measures from graph theory and network analysis. Section 3 develops a set of measures for structural salience of structural features in a city. Section 4 experiments with these measures in the context of an old middle-sized historical city in France. This city was chosen for three reasons: it is not too large to be tested, it has compact boundaries, and it has some apparent functional properties that should come out of a test. Section 5 discusses potential applications of structural salience for route directions, and section 6 concludes the paper and outlines further work.
2 Landmarks, salience and graph measures This section reviews research on landmarks and salient features in the geographic space. It shows that current research is lacking the consideration of structural features of the city as features of salience for wayfinders. Furthermore, it introduces basic notations of graph theory and network analysis.
Landmarks and salience measures
Landmarks are extensively used in human communication of route directions (Daniel and Denis, 1998; Denis et al, 1999; Lovelace et al, 1999) . Route directions provide procedures and descriptions to build an advance model of the environment to be traversed (Golledge, 1999; Michon and Denis, 2001) , which is a form of route knowledge (Hirtle and Heidorn, 1993; Siegel and White, 1975) . Landmarks support the building of a mental representation of such an advance model. Route directions enriched with landmarks lead to better guidance, or fewer wayfinding errors, than route directions without landmarks (Burnett, 1998; Deakin, 1996) . Lynch (1960) characterizes the quality of a landmark by its figure^ground contrast (singularity) in form and prominent location. This understanding is shared generally for large-scale environments. For example, Golledge (1993) binds the concept of landmarkness to the prominence or distinctiveness of a feature, and the principal factor of prominence or distinctiveness is the figure^ground contrast relative to other features. The contrast of single features to their groundöwe say their salience ödepends on the choice of a groundöthat is, on the properties that are compared in a local or global neighborhood. That means that being a landmark is a relative property.
Although Gestalt theory emerged from visual perception, the ground is not necessarily a visual one. Sorrows and Hirtle (1999) categorize properties of landmarks into visual, semantic, and structural ones. For example, a building can be visually distinctive being the only red building in a street of grey ones, it can be semantically distinctive being a police station in a residential area, and it can be structurally distinctive because it is located at an intersection, and hence contrasts to all buildings that are located along a street segment.
Based on the contrast of features in terms of their visual, semantic, and structural properties, recent research has provided formal models to compute global and routespecific salience (Klippel and Winter, 2005; Nothegger et al, 2004; Winter, 2003) , grounded on cognitive evidence (Appleyard, 1969; Evans et al, 1984) . The measure of salience is used to select automatically features as verbal references for route directions. So far these models exist for features in Lynch's sense of landmarks: physical objects external to the street network in a city, and of point-like location.
Graph and network analysis measures
We introduce some basic notations of graph theory, and some derived measures used in social network and space syntax studies. These concepts can be found in textbooks on graph theory (eg Brandes and Erlebach, 2005; Harary, 1969) , in social network analysis (Borgatti and Everett, 2006; Borgatti et al, 2002) , and in space syntax surveys (eg Batty, 2004) . A network is described as a graph G (N, E), where N is a finite set of nodes and E is a finite set of edges, or binary relations between these nodes. Without loss of generality, we consider in the following discussion only undirected and unweighted graphs. The relevant definitions used in the following sections are the following ones. Line graph: The line graph L(G) of a graph G is the intersection graph of the edges of G obtained by associating a node with each edge of the graph G, and by connecting two nodes of L by an edge if, and only if, the corresponding edges of G meet in a common node. Dual graph: The dual graph D(G) of a graph G has nodes, each of which corresponds to a face of G and each of whose faces corresponds to a node of G. Two nodes in D are connected by an edge if the corresponding faces in G have an edge in common. Node degree: The degree of a node is defined as the number of edges incident with the node, which is equivalent to the number of its immediate neighbors. Route: A route from a node a P N to a node b P N is a sequence of nodes and edges, beginning with a and ending with b, such that each edge connects its preceding node with its succeeding node.
As we consider unweighted graphs, the length of a route is the number of its edges. Shortest routes: Given two nodes a, b P N, let d ab denote the length of the shortest route between the nodes a and b, let s ab be the number of shortest routes between these two nodes, and let s ab (c) denote the number of shortest routes from a to b that some c P N lies on.
Given these definitions, variables currently used in space syntax studies range from local to global measures, and are applied to connectivity graphs. Within space syntax, connectivity graphs are commonly derived as the line graph of an urban structure modeled by nodes representing axial lines, and by edges representing the axial line intersections. The axial lines denote homogeneous lines of sight or unobstructed movement. Another modeling technique, which adds a semantic criterion to the structural dimension of space syntax, is used when named streets are considered as line graph primitives represented as nodes, and intersections between these named streets are represented as the edges of the graph.
Graph computational measures evaluate which nodes in a given urban network play the most prominent roles öthat is, the ones which are the most singularöaccord-ing to local or global connectivity and centrality criteria. Local measures evaluate the degree of connection and prominence of a named street to its immediate environment in the graph. A very local measure introduced above is the degree of a node, which denotes the number of connections and local opportunities associated with that node. Another relatively local measure often used in graph analysis is the clustering coefficient of a node, which denotes to what extent the immediate neighbors of this node are connected together. Global measures evaluate the role played by a given node in a graph, in terms of accessibility. The more central a node is, the more important its contribution to the structure of the whole graph should be. Standard global measures of centrality initially used in social networks are the closeness centrality (Hubbell, 1965) and the betweenness centrality (Bonacich, 1987) . Closeness centrality: The closeness centrality C c (a) of a node a is given by the inverse sum of the shortest routes of this node to every other node; it is given as follows:
( 1 )
Betweenness centrality: The betweenness centrality C b (a) of a node a evaluates the ratio of shortest routes on which the node a lies; it is given as follows:
A high closeness centrality value indicates that a given node can reach other nodes on relatively short paths, and a high betweenness centrality value indicates that the node lies on a significant number of other shortest paths.
Note that these measuresöcloseness centrality and betweenness centralityöare respectively called integration and global choice in space syntax studies, but we keep here the original and most standard terms used in graph analysis. The objective of space syntax research is to describe with a formal language of space the emergent properties exhibited by the spatial complexity of the city and the built environment (Hillier, 1996) , but relations to human behavior and cognition are acknowledged (Penn, 2003) . Its approach is configurational, and intimately linked to graph theory. A critique on topological and space syntax measures concerns the neglect of metric properties (Ratti, 2004) , although principles of weighted graphs can be integrated within urban networks. By staying with topological measures, however, we do not deny the additional relevance of metric properties for salience, but we base our analysis on the main configurational properties exhibited by a street network. Extensions by weighted attributes are possible. Note also that topological and metric measures are not completely independent: a street having a larger number of intersections is likely to be longer than a street with few intersections.
3 Towards a structural measure of salience Studying the structural properties of elements in the image of a city will provide a set of tools to identify and to characterize their structural cognitive salience. Evidence for relying on topological properties comes from the fact that cognitive maps are primarily based on topology: people experience space and memorize its topological relations first. Hence we can claim that structural measures based on network topology do measure cognitive relevance. We approach this idea on two levels. We will first investigate the representations of the elements in the urban structure as provided by street networks. Second, we will develop computational measures that characterize the distinctiveness of features in an urban network.
Towards a formal model of the elements of the city in geographic databases
Places are parts of the street network in a city, paths are connections between places, and barriers are linearly extended inhibitors of paths. Districts are containers of the previous elements; they aggregate spatial ensembles to larger units. All four elements still need a formal definition, enabling a mapping to and from the representations of urban space in geographic databases. The elements do not exist side by side, they form relations, multiple hierarchies and abstractions (Golledge et al, 1976; Harman and Betak, 1976; Montello, 1992) . For example, paths are hierarchically structured in road classifications, and districts can form administrative hierarchies. These hierarchies and abstractions form a part of common-sense knowledge used in human reasoning (eg Timpf et al, 1992) and in spatial communication (eg Tomko and Winter, 2006) . The main relations between these elements are:
. From a street network perspective, places embed the structure of the city in space, and paths determine the links between the places. Places and paths are the atomic elements that form any travel network in a cityöfor example, a pedestrian, bicycle, car, or public transport network. Hence, places and paths match with the graph theoretic concepts of nodes and ordered set of edges. . Barriers are characterized by a local lack of paths. Hence, in a strict graph theoretic sense, barriers correspond to the faces of a graph. However, Lynch's sense of barriers is still covered when we relax this condition, and allow for sets of neighbored faces that separate two weakly connected clusters in the graph. For example, a river in a city forms a barrier in Lynch's sense. A river is typically crossed by a few bridges in a city. Compared with the few bridges linking the left bank and the right bank, the street network on both river banks is relatively denseöhence forming two clusters that are weakly connected. In the street network graph the river is represented by a few neighbored faces. . Districts in such a street network can be represented either by single graph faces or by clusters of nodes. For example, a forest encompassed by streets is an example of the former, and a local neighborhood as an amalgamation of places and streets is an example of the latter. With geographic databases existing at different levels of detail, or scale, the realworld elements and their hierarchies and abstractions find their reflections in different datasets. For this paper we consider datasets of the urban street network. At one level of detail, the street network is represented by a directed graph, with intersections being the nodes of the graph, and street segments being the edges of the graph. Such a dataset corresponds to level 2 of the Geographic Data File (ISO, 2004) , a standard exchange format of street network data for navigation purposes.
In these representations street networks are sparse graphs. In an undirected street network most of the nodes show a degree of 1 (dead ends), a degree of 2 (break points in the linear sequence of edges), a degree of 3 (T-shaped intersections), or a degree of 4 (X-shaped intersections). The maximal degree should be not much higher, due to constraints of physical space consumed by every incident street segment, and a very limited number of nodes exhibit high degree values. We do expect that a street network does not reveal scale-free properties, but this is still not concluded due to the heterogeneous nature of the city (eg Jiang and Claramunt, 2004; Porta et al, 2006) .
In the following subsections we introduce cognitively motivated measures of salience of these elements of the city. These measures are formally derived from the mentioned street network. For some measures other graph representations are derived from the original street network.
Salience of places
Every distribution either of a local or of a global measure of connectivity in the graph has a mean (average or median), such that the difference of a specific node value from the mean is always defined. This difference shall be the measure of salience.
The mean values of node degrees in street networks are small, and most distributions are asymmetric. Nodes with a degree significantly larger than the mean possess many local opportunities, while nodes with relatively high closeness or betweenness values play some central roles in the global street network. We say in the two cases that these nodes reveal some positive salience. These nodes are reachable from disproportionately many directions, and therefore they are often traffic loaded. For a node, high traffic load means that many people visit it; people know it and may assume that other people know it too. The node becomes prominent. In street networks one can observe that these nodes are often namedöthat is, they are perceived as places of their own right in the mass of anonymous intersections. In public transport networks nodes with higher degrees are transfer points; they are prominent because route directions often only report the transfer points. Hence, there is evidence that people will use places of high structural salience in route directions as landmarks.
Nodes with local or global measures of connectivity smaller than the mean theoretically also deviate from common expectation. We call this negative salience. The cognitive role of negative salience has still to be investigated.
Salience of paths
Paths materialize the connectivity proprieties of a network. They are often modeled using a list of edges between the street intersections. However, we take here a slightly different view by modeling these paths using named streets. Named streets represent a functional modeling element of large urban street networks whose graph structure can be retained by a structural analysis (Jiang and Claramunt, 2004) . Such graphs present the advantage of combining structural and semantic criteria, being cognitively significant and computationally efficient as their derivation is relatively straightforward. Note that people refer to street names in route directions, and neither to edges of the street network nor to edges of an axial map.
A topological measure for the connectivity of a named street within its graph representation can be based either on its local role for linking more or less salient streets, or its global role within the street network in terms of connectivity and centrality (eg if it is a single bridge between two graph clusters). Traveling in a network, people perceive the local role from immediate observation. The global role is learned later from survey knowledge of the whole network, from the observation that intercluster traffic flows through a few links. Capacity would be a third measure, but not a topological one. In street networks the capacity is often adapted to the topological role, because traffic flow is correlated with connectivity and centrality.
Appropriate local and global measures of connectivity can be derived from the named street graph that is derived from the original urban network. This graph represents named streets as nodes, and connections between nodes materialize as intersections between these named streets. Figure 1 introduces an example of a modified line graph representation, where a given street, rue de Paris, is represented using either a conventional model, where every intersection with another street is modeled as a node [ figure 1(a) ], or as a node using a named street graph [ figure 1(b) ].
A named street is as locally salient as its degree is higher than the mean of the named street degrees in the named street graph, and, similarly, it is as globally salient as its betweenness or closeness values are higher than the mean of these values in the named street graph. From here the argumentation is similar to that for places: such named streets are traveled by many people; they are widely known. In other words the considered streets have some centrality, comparable to the centrality of places.
Salience of barriers
Barriers correspond to the faces in a graph. A measure for the prominence or distinctiveness of a barrier should be related to its resistance in being crossed or surrounded (its barrierness'). We propose a structural analysis in which a graph of barriers is derived from adjacent barriersöthat is, barriers that are adjacent to a common part of a street. For that reason we consider the geometric dual of the original graph, replacing faces by nodes, and edges between nodes by edges between neighbored faces. The node degrees in the dual graph characterize the original faces essentially by the number of edges that form the boundary of the original face (figure 2). We will call them face degrees. Again, the salience of a barrier is characterized by the difference of its face degree or centrality measures to the corresponding mean in the dual graph.
The choice is motivated by the observation that frequently the length of a route, or its complexity, is perceived as being proportional to the length of the route directions. To overcome a face in the street network, turn-by-turn route directions provide one direction for each edge of the face. Hence, a face with many edgesöor high degree öwill be perceived as a barrier of high resistance.
Salience of districts
Districts at the level of detail of our street network can only be the faces, which are already recognized as barriers. In general, however, districts, as used as landmarks in route directions, can be place-like or barrier-like features. In general, districts emerge from a local contraction of a street network to either a node (place like) or a face (barrier like). . Contraction of clusters of streets leads to nodes that preserve the (main) external links, but internal links disappear at this level of detail. The node represents the whole cluster at a coarser level of abstraction. . Contraction of clusters of faces in the street network, or their amalgamation by removing the separating street network edges, leads to faces. These abstractions typically happen in cartographic generalization only with less salient streets. If districts can be traced back to (aggregate) places or barriers, no measures of salience need to be introduced.
Case study
In order to investigate and evaluate the potential benefits of network analysis and space syntax measures in analyzing the landmarkness of elements of the city, we selected an old middle-sized historical city that encompasses common medieval characteristics. The city of Noyon, in the North of France, is currently a 20 000 inhabitant city, and it developed in the Middle Ages. This city is an example of an old, closed, and fortified city that is centrally organized with different degrees of circularities. The general outlay is in contrast to, for example, open cities with few constraints, commercial cities as they appeared in the 19th century, normalized cities, or green cities (Ferras, 1990) . Medieval cities present several interesting configurational properties. Centrality is a key factor in their development, and circularity is often reflected and present at different levels and periods. Also, the current organization of these cities is constrained by space that precedes modernity and modern transportation needs. Thus, space is here likely to be an important structuring factor in the organization and function of the city, particularly for transportation flows and wayfinders. Figure 3 presents a map of the central part of Noyon. The center of this city presents some remarkable structural properties. Three historical rings are clearly apparent: the two older ones around the cathedralö(rue Corbault, rue de l'Eve¨che¨, rue de Gaulle, rue Baudry, and Parvis Notre Dame) and (rues de l'Eve¨che¨and Merciers, Place Briand, and Place Cordouen)öand the more recent one, which is composed by the boulevards at the edges of the map. Urban flows to and from the city center are distributed by two streets that have an important functional role: rue de Paris and rue St Eloi, respectively. These particular features play not only a functional role, but also act as reference and salient locations in the city that help people to locate themselves and to exchange directional and navigation information. One question we will investigate is whether a structural analysis can reveal the distinctness of these unique features and compute salience as identified and defined in the previous sections.
Salient nodes in Noyon
A first analysis of the street network is based on the street intersection view of a network, which is directly associated with the concept of places. The nodes degree analysis reveals some local patterns of the urban places, but as differences between the most connected ones and the others are relatively minor, the nodes degree analysis does not reveal any remarkable and significant pattern with the exception of a central plaza [ figure 4(a) ]. Also, some very much connected nodes ö for example, one in the boulevard in the northeast, refer to places that are intuitively not very salient.
The nodes closeness analysis exhibits the most central places of the network, in particular around one of the historical central rings [ figure 4(b) ], but, as the range of values is relatively limited [see table A1 and figure A1(a) for statistical figures on the distribution of degree values], no places clearly appear as being distinct or prominent. But the analysis does not reveal the other important properties of the urban structure, and even outlines some places, though they are not of significant importance in the function of the historical center (eg places along rue des Tanneurs from the boulevard in the south to rue de Paris).
The outputs of the street intersections analysis should be commented on, with respect to the spatial configuration of the street network of the city of Noyon, which owns some specific structural characteristics. Thus, a preliminary comment that can be made at this step is that the analysis of node degrees for street intersections and places is only partly determinant in historical cities similar to the one of Noyon. Figure 5 shows the graph derived from the map of the historical center of Noyon where named streets are modeled as nodes, and connections between these streets are modeled as bidirectional ties. From an observation of this graph, and in confirmation of a general observation of urban structures represented by named street graphs, no obvious geometrical order immediately appears, but rather a high degree of interconnection between the different streets and the inherent complexity of the underlying network.
Salient paths in Noyon
In order to investigate the inherent structural logic of this city center, we perform an analysis of this named street graph based on local and global space syntax measures. Figure 6 presents an output of a configurational analysis computed locally, in which the named streets of higher degree values are visualized. Although the figure Figure 5 . Named street graph of the urban network. exhibits some of the streets that belong to the historical rings or to the boulevards, not all of them are clearly identified (eg Place Cordouen and Place Briand are missing). Some streets that do not play a prominent role in the city appear in the graph (eg rue Fe¨ron and rue Abel Franc). Also degree values do not support a clear separation between the different roles played by the named streets. This result is not surprising as it is difficult indeed to derive the role played by a named street in the graph configuration by evaluating its local connections only. The analysis is then relatively local and should be completed by a global measure. Figure 7 introduces a global analysis of connections in the graph based on the connectivity centrality measure. Figures reflect relatively well this time the main structural patterns of the city. The resulting graph is connected and the oldest rings are identified [(Place Briand, Place Cordouen, rue Merciers, and rue Eve¨che¨) and (rue Eve¨che¨, rue Merciers, rue de Gaulle)], and the roles played by rue de Paris and rue St Eloi between the historical city center and the boulevard also appear in the graph.
We can also investigate the potential of a structural analysis that integrates local and global criteria. A combination of local and global measures is exhibited by figure 8: by choosing appropriate threshold values for the degree and betweenness centrality the main structure of the city of Noyon is revealed. As apparent with the previous figures (figures 5, 6, and 7), named street graphs introduce a visualization bias as the original cartographical background of the urban network is not maintained, due to the change of modeling paradigm and the multiplicity of links between the named streets. In order to attenuate the negative legibility factor of the previous figures, figure 8 maps the derived and filtered named streets on the initial cartographical background of the city.
Salient barriers in Noyon
A complementary structural representation of the urban structure of the city of Noyon is given by a dual graph representation derived from faces of the original street graph. Nodes in this dual graph model barriers, and edges model connections between these barriers. In the case of Noyon the network of barriers derived from the street network is relatively well connected. Graph measures, such as barrier degrees, outline the prominent roles of some barriers in the central part of the urban structure [ figure 9(a) ]. An interesting pattern is given by figure 9(b) , where higher closeness connectivity values exhibit a linear sequence of barriers that constitute a sort of skeleton oriented southwest to northeast, from the external boulevard to the central cathedral. This emerging structure is relatively significant, and thus salient, as it corresponds to the principal axis of penetration to the city's central parts. It is also worth noting a correlation with the emerging role of the rue de Paris identified by the named streets analysis. But, as for the street intersection analysis, the results are only partial in analyzing the singularities of the urban structure.
In conclusion, barriers in street networks can be identified and weighted by the same measure as places, due to the duality of their nature in the network. However, the meaning of the measure changes from centrality (as for places and paths) to resistance.
The districts of Noyon
Here we can amalgamate parts of the street network of Noyon in two ways, to a node or to a face:
. For clusters amalgamated to nodes, consider again figure 3. The historical city center can be considered to be contracted to a few nodes, as in cartographic generalization. Main external links are preserved, but internal links disappear at this level of detail. . Clusters can also be derived from the faces of the graph derived using a combined local and global analysis of the named street network. The computation that supports this generalized map combines a filtering process that selects the most salient named streets as performed by the named street analysis, with the creation of a network of districts initialized as the faces of these most salient named streets. These faces materialize districts and are illustrated by the amalgamations of the city center of Noyon presented in figure 3 . The regions that are not developed by a network seem to form a barrier. These amalgamations are characterized by a local minimum of node density. They are cognitively salient when they have a geographical name of their own. Internal streetsöthat is, the ones that play a relatively local roleödisappear at this level of abstraction. The derived districts represent clusters in the urban environment. This generalized representation of the urban city of Noyon is relatively resistant to change, and hence, stable for navigation. The resulting network of districts is relatively small, thus the face degree values presented by figure 10 are not very significant, apart from the fact that the most connected central district reflects the most ancient part of the city. Degree from 2 to 7 Closeness from 21.5 to 36.0 Figure 9 . Space syntax analysis ö barriers (expanded for legibility): (a) barrier degree; (b) barrier closeness centrality.
Discussion of the case study
The study areaöthe city of Noyonöhas some typical structural properties that could be found again in our computed findings, but also leads us to address with caution a tentative generalization to other types of urban networks. Our objective was essentially to evaluate to what degree graph and space syntax measures can help to identify some structurally salient properties of an urban network, in order to facilitate the automated generation of route directions, not to infer some regular properties of a given type of network such as medieval cities. The findings of the Noyon empirical evaluation are particularly interesting when local and global topological measures are combined, as in the case of the named street graph. The main structural parts of the city do appear, with a strong correlation to the main functional organization of transportation patterns. This gives support to the association of the notion of salience to these structural elements. A relative sense of legibility appears as the city's parts are relatively organized into coherent patterns, but clear qualitative evidence of intelligibility [intelligibility as defined by Lynch (1960), and Hillier (1996) , respectively] does not appear, as no strong correlations appear between local and global topological measures; see the statistical figures exhibited in the appendix.
This said, some general comments can be made from the different computational analyses achieved. On the one hand, common network models where nodes represent street intersections seem to be not very discriminative in terms of salience, as graph measures applied to these networks reveal either very local (ie degree values) or some general centrality patterns (ie closeness centrality values). On the other hand, the named street approach, probably because it combines structural and partly semantic criteria, is more efficient in identifying key players in the street network ösome distinctive parts of the city. Another advantage of the named streetsöapproach is that it follows for the derivation of a network of districts, this providing an additional level of abstraction and sense of hierarchy in the analysis of the structural form and salience of the city. Complementary evidence of landmarkness is given by the dual graph analysis applied to barriers. The impact of barriers in urban networks with more significant`barrierness' than in the case of Noyon is still to be investigated. Statistical similarities exhibited by the named street and barrier graphs, as illustrated in table A1, call for further experimentation on various types of urban structures. These analyses show the interest of combining different structural representations and computational measures in deriving the singularities and salience of an urban structure.
We suspect that the conventional axial line representation might be an alternative to the named streets approach in environments where the semantics of the named streets is no more expressive than that produced by the lines of sight. Overall, the variety of results produced by the different graph analysis also reveals a complex multidimensional relationship between the structural components of the city, its tentative computational representation, and its cognitive interpretation. There are still some open avenues to explore in applying graph and space syntax measures. Although degree, closeness, and betweenness centralities have proven to be efficient in analyzing structural patterns in the context of Noyon, a high-order clustering coefficient or n-cliques analysis for the derivation of clusters, or contextual distance operators, are amongst some directions worth further research.
Although the relationship between Lynch's view of elements of the city and space syntax has been studied in related work (Conroy Dalton and Bafna, 2003) , no computational representation has been proposed and experimented to the best of our knowledge. We believe that the structural analysis developed in this paper complements current space syntax representations, as the modeling approach integrates different views of urban structure: places, paths and named streets, barriers, and districts. These modeling primitives have also the advantage of mapping Lynch's cognitive concepts of the city, and its recent adaptation to navigation knowledge and salience, to a plausible computational representation.
5 Structural salience for route directions Our preliminary intention was to investigate to what degree structural salience can play a role in route directions. Figure 11 illustrates the sort of services our approach can offer.
Two examples of route directions are presented: in figure 11(a) with a conventional urban street representation, where route directions are given by the conventional shortest path, figure 11(b) where an adapted shortest path algorithm is applied by optimizing the use of the parts of the network selected by the street name generalization as presented in figure 8 (the two paths presented search for a route direction between boulevard Charmolue and rue de l'Eve© que, and between rue St Eloi and rue de Paris, respectively). Although the routes are shorter in the general approach in figure 11( those proposed in figure 11(b) take advantage of the main structure of the urban network, thus providing much more intuitive route directions for navigation of the city. The interest of applying route directions to structural simplifications of an urban streets network is likely to be increased when applied to larger networks. This is left to further experimentation.
Besides route selection, another use of the identified salient structural features in Noyon is the design of the route directions. Instead of turn-by-turn directions based on the geometry of the street network, as performed by current navigation systems, one can now refer to salient features. This is particularly interesting if the recipient of the route directions has some coarse knowledge of the city, which allows the skipping of some turns. For example, in the first route shown in figure 11(a) (boulevard Charmolue to rue de l'Eve© que) the first direction can simply state``Go to Place Briand, and then ... '' (Tomko and Winter, 2006) , with Place Briand being one of the most salient elements in Noyon.
Conclusions

Summary
In this paper we developed and investigated measures from graph theory and space syntax to identify and discriminate salient structural features in the image of a city. We successfully defined and described structural qualities of places, paths (named streets), barriers, and districts, and applied them to route guidance. In a given case study, the medieval city of Noyon in France, the application of the introduced measures showed good correspondence with the historical and cognitive structure of the city, but revealed also the complexity of mutual dependencies of the measures. However, we succeeded in providing evidence for our hypothesis that all of Lynch's elements of the cityöhere reduced to the four structural elements that were not investigated beforeö can be identified and characterized by measures of salience such that formally salient features in databases match with real-world cognitively salient features.
Discussion
Originally Smith (1995) , and later Bittner (2000) , pointed out that the ontological salience of features of the environment is reflected in human cognition. While Bittner then studied the ontological properties of boundaries in the built environment, we take Lynch's elements of the city into account. Note that Bittner's boundaries differ from Lynch's barriers. However, we build upon the same argument: that ontological properties of features, such as their topology, map to their cognitive salience.
Although human cognition is not directly accessible to observation, other indicators, such as human communication about space, reveals evidence for this argument (see section 2). For example, when giving route directions, the speaker evokes his or her own embodied experience of space and puts it into a sign system (Weissensteiner and Winter, 2004) . In our test scenario we do not rely on human subject tests, but on apparent functional properties from the design and historical genesis of the city of Noyon.
Our work is also loosely related to other work on centrality in urban networks. Prominent lines of research are the work on structures in the city, the so-called Q-analysis, and the work on isovists (Batty, 2001; Davis and Benedikt, 1979; Turner et al, 2001 ). Q-analysis was first introduced on the algebraic structures of simplicial complexes, and ignored graph theory (Atkin, 1974a; 1974b) . Only Earl and Johnson compare graph theory with Q-analysis and observe similarities in particular for measures of connectivity (Earl and Johnson, 1981) . Our approach was completely based on graph theory, since one of Earl and Johnson's conclusions was that graph theory can offer alternative measures of connectivity and centrality to Q-analysis. Although in principle these measures are computable in Q-analysis, it is more straightforward to do so in graph theory. However, the two approaches do not contradict each other. Finally, isovistsöthe set of points in an area that are visible from a specific location örely completely on visual perception. Note that we excluded visual properties from consideration early in this paper, concentrating only on structural aspects of structural elements. Since visibility is a strong component of salience (some say the dominant component), isovists are worth considering for visual salience, but this is beyond the scope of the current paper.
Future work
Further extensions of the research with respect to the mathematical approaches have been discussed in section 4 already. It is also worth investigating in future research the proposed tools in the context of cities that have other designs and structures.
Not considered so far are other sorts of traveling networks in a city which also structure the city. Transportation by underground, tram, bus, train, or on water establishes links between places, makes some areas in the city accessible and others not, has its barriers and its clusters, and hence, contributes to the image of a city. For our chosen test case this was not relevant, but looking into these structures in other studies is another promising extension of our work. It is particularly of interest because these networks typically show a larger range of degrees, and, hence, will expose clearer distinctions between average elements and prominent elements.
Finally, salience, and especially structural salience, does matter in other applications as well. For example, map representations of travel networks are typically generalized. Salience in travel networks is the decisive factor for generalization, which is often practically related to an internal hierarchy in the network, but should include other aspects as well, such as connectivity (Mackaness and Beard, 1993) , or shape of continuity in the network (Thomson and Brooks, 2002) . Our measures of salience, based on topology and space syntax, could contribute to automatic generalization. 
